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Scientific summary

Background

Alcohol-related morbidity and mortality is a major public health challenge. Socially disadvantaged men are
more likely to binge drink frequently and to experience high levels of alcohol-related harm. Recruiting
disadvantaged groups to research studies is known to be challenging and interventions are often much
less effective in these individuals. This study tested the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of a tailored,
theoretically and empirically based intervention, delivered by text message, to reduce binge drinking in
disadvantaged men.

Methods

Study design
The study was a four-centre, parallel-group, pragmatic, individually randomised controlled trial. The
randomisation was carried out using the secure remote web-based system provided by Tayside Clinical
Trials Unit. Randomisation was stratified by participating centre and the recruitment method, and restricted
using block sizes of randomly varying lengths. The concealment of treatment groups was preserved until
the analyses of the primary and secondary outcomes had been completed.

Participants
Men aged 25–44 years were recruited from areas of high deprivation. Recruitment was conducted in four
centres that cover major regions of Scotland: Tayside, Glasgow, Forth Valley and Fife. Deprivation was
measured using the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation. Men were recruited from areas classified as
being in the most disadvantaged quintile. To ensure good coverage of disadvantaged men, two recruitment
strategies were employed, each to recruit half of the target sample size. One used primary care registers and
the other used a community outreach method, time–space sampling (TSS).

Inclusion/exclusion criteria
Men were included in the study if they had ≥ 2 episodes of binge drinking (> 8 units of alcohol in a single
session) in the preceding 28 days. Exclusion criteria were men who were currently attending care at an
alcohol problem service and men who would not be contactable by mobile phone for any part of the
intervention period.

Sample size
The study was powered to detect a net reduction of 11%, from 57% to 46%, in the proportion of men
who had consumed > 8 units of alcohol on ≥ 3 occasions in the previous 28 days, with a power of 80% at
a significance level of 5%. This revealed that a total sample of 638 men would be required. The estimate
was increased to allow for losses to follow-up, making the final recruitment target 798 men.

Intervention
The text message intervention was delivered in a series of 112 interactive text messages delivered by
mobile phone over a 12-week period. The intervention drew on literature from alcohol brief interventions,
communication theory, behaviour change theories and a taxonomy of behaviour change techniques. The
text messages were organised around a narrative that was used to engage participants and illustrate key
steps in the behaviour change process. It followed the progress of a heavy drinker as he attempted, with
relapse and recovery, to successfully reduce his binge drinking. The narrative structure enabled information
and advice to be given in a non-patronising way and allowed the main character to model the behaviour
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change processes involved in reducing alcohol consumption. The control group received an attentional
control comprising 89 text messages on general health.

Outcome measures
Outcomes were assessed blind to treatment status. The primary outcome was assessed at 12 months post
intervention. It was the proportion of men binge drinking (consuming > 8 units of alcohol) on ≥ 3 occasions
in the previous 28 days. Five secondary outcomes were measured. They were (1) the proportion of men binge
drinking (> 8 units of alcohol) on ≥ 3 occasions at 3 months post intervention; (2) the proportion of men with
≥ 3 occasions of heavy binge drinking (> 16 units of alcohol) at 3 months; (3) the proportion of men with
≥ 3 occasions of heavy binge drinking (> 16 units of alcohol) at 12 months post intervention; (4) the total
consumption of alcohol in the previous 28 days at 12 months; and (5) the proportion of hazardous or harmful
drinkers at 12 months post intervention, as measured by the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT).
The analysis also explored whether or not the recruitment method (through primary care or TSS) influenced
treatment effect.

Statistical analysis
The main analyses were carried out by an independent statistician who followed the prespecified statistical
analysis plan. Logistic regression was used to investigate the effect of the intervention on the primary
outcome, the proportion of men consuming > 8 units of alcohol on ≥ 3 occasions in the previous 28 days
at 12 months post intervention. Odds ratios (ORs) were adjusted for baseline drinking and baseline
covariates, including method of recruitment, centre and demographic factors. Equivalent models were
fitted for the secondary outcomes.

Economic evaluation
The economic evaluation considered the short-term cost-effectiveness, adopting the perspective of the
government [the costs of running the programme plus the 12-month follow-up cost of health-care,
social and justice services compared with two measures of outcome: the reduction in binge drinking at
the 12-month follow-up; and short-term quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs)]. The longer-term perspective
modelled the impact on government costs (health care and social care) as well as wider societal impacts
on crime and workplace harms. It also considered the predicted impact on QALYs up to 30 years post
intervention. Both costs and outcomes were discounted at 3.5%. Data were collected on the resources
required for recruitment and the intervention implementation. The incremental cost, incremental
effectiveness and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios were estimated for an England and Scotland
rollout when compared with a ‘do-nothing’ or standard practice scenario. The heterogeneity of the cost
effectiveness by recruitment methods was also estimated.

Results

Study population
The target sample size of 798 participants was exceeded, with a total of 825 men recruited. The two
recruitment methods achieved their targets and recruitment was successful across the four centres.
The men recruited were spread across the age range; just over half lived with a partner and over one-third
were unemployed. At baseline, most participants (84%) had ≥ 3 binge-drinking episodes (> 8 units of
alcohol in a session), and many (47.5%) had ≥ 3 heavy binge-drinking episodes (> 16 units of alcohol in
a session), in the previous 28 days. Almost all of the alcohol the men drank (93%) was consumed in
binge-drinking sessions. The two treatment groups were similar on all demographic characteristics and
measures of alcohol consumption.

There were marked differences in drinking patterns and demographic characteristics between men
recruited by general practice registers and men recruited by TSS. For example, mean consumption was
56% higher in the men recruited by TSS than in those recruited from general practice registers; and
significantly more of the men recruited by TSS were single and unemployed.
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Engagement with the intervention
A total of 46,032 text messages were sent to the intervention group. Of these, 95.5% were successfully
delivered. Most men engaged enthusiastically with the intervention, with 92% sending a response to at
least one text message and 67% sending more than 10 responses. The nature of these responses
indicated that many men reacted as intended to key steps in the behaviour change sequence. For example,
56% of the men specified the benefits that they would gain from reducing their alcohol consumption and
24% identified the benefits that they were enjoying from having cut down.

Retention
Two follow-up assessments were carried out: at 3 months and at 12 months post intervention. Retention
at the 3-month follow-up was high (89.3%) and was almost identical in the intervention (89.1%) and
control (89.6%) groups. At the 12-month follow-up, the retention rate had reduced slightly but remained
high at 85.6%, and it was similar in the intervention (84.9%) and control (86.5%) groups. Baseline alcohol
consumption was similar in those lost to follow-up from the intervention and control groups: for those
men not followed up at 12 months post intervention, the proportion consuming > 8 units of alcohol on
≥ 3 occasions at baseline was 88.7% in the intervention group and 87.5% in the control group.

Outcome assessment

Primary outcome
The intervention had an estimated modest, statistically non-significant effect on the primary outcome at
the 12-month follow-up [OR 0.79, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.57 to 1.08]. This corresponds to a net
reduction of 5.7% in the proportion of men who binge drink on ≥ 3 occasions (95% CI –13.3% to 1.9%).
Multiple imputation, to take account of missing data, produced similar estimates of treatment effect
(OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.55 to 1.09). There was a marked but statistically non-significant difference in the
estimated effect by recruitment method. The proportion of men who binge drink on ≥ 3 occasions was
reduced by 8.6% for those recruited from general practice registers but by only 2.1% for those recruited
by TSS.

Secondary outcomes
The five secondary outcomes showed small, non-significant and inconsistent differences between the
intervention and control groups. Two secondary outcome measures were assessed at 3 months. The
proportion of men consuming > 8 units of alcohol on ≥ 3 occasions showed a small adverse effect
(OR 1.05, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.44), as did the proportion of men with ≥ 3 occasions of heavy binge drinking
(> 16 units of alcohol) (OR 1.22, 95% CI 0.83 to 1.81).

A further three secondary outcome measures were assessed at 12 months. The OR for the proportion of
men with ≥ 3 occasions of heavy binge drinking (> 16 units of alcohol), was very close to unity (0.97,
95% CI 0.64 to 1.46). The proportion of men who were AUDIT positive (hazardous or harmful drinking)
had a raised OR (1.34, 95% CI 0.95 to 1.89) and the total alcohol consumption over 28 days was higher
in the intervention group (mean units 4.46, 95% CI –11.1 to 20.03 units).

Change in alcohol consumption over time in the control group
Between baseline and the final follow-up the proportion of men with ≥ 3 occasions of binge drinking
(> 8 units of alcohol) in the control group fell by 37.4%. For the proportion of men with ≥ 3 occasions of
heavy binge drinking (> 16 units of alcohol) the fall was 28.2%. Similarly, total alcohol consumption over
28 days in the control group fell by 53 units, or 40% of the baseline level. The falls in consumption in
the control group were similar to those in the intervention group. For example, the fall from baseline
in the proportion of men with ≥ 3 occasions of binge drinking (> 8 units of alcohol) was 40.7% in the
intervention group and 37.4% in the control group. There was little net change in alcohol consumption
between the 3-month and the 12-month follow-up in the control or intervention groups. An exploratory
modelling exercise showed that regression to the mean could explain part of the fall in consumption.
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Economic analysis

The estimated cost per man to recruit and implement the intervention was modest, at £97 per participant
(95% CI £83 to £110). Over 80% of this was incurred during the recruitment stage; the intervention
itself was estimated to cost < £20 per participant. However, both the short- and the long-term cost per
QALY analysis suggested that the brief intervention was dominated by a ‘do-nothing’ option, with the
intervention’s impacts on patterns of alcohol consumption, QALYs and downstream costs inconsistent
and uncertain. It was estimated that the intervention would increase the short-term costs per person to
government for the 12-month follow-up by £262 (95% CI –£237 to £761). The average cost per one
fewer person regularly binge drinking at 12 months post intervention was estimated to be £4576. The
brief intervention was estimated to result in a short-term QALY reduction of –0.0063 (95% CI –0.0373 to
0.0248) per participant, outweighing the small predicted longer-term discounted QALY gains of 0.0029
per participant. Subgroup analysis showed that recruitment from general practice registers was less
expensive than recruitment by TSS. This, combined with the apparent greater effectiveness in reducing
the frequency of binge drinking, makes the general practice register approach appear more attractive.
However, there is large uncertainty about these estimates. For the general practice-only recruitment
method, the average cost per one fewer person regularly binge drinking at 12 months post intervention
was estimated to be £3311, but the estimated longer-term cost-effectiveness of the intervention in terms
of cost per QALY was still dominated.

Limitations of the study

The study used an active control that, combined with the recruitment procedures and baseline
assessments, could have biased the treatment effect towards the null. The measurement of alcohol
consumption relied on self-reported drinking.

Discussion

Binge drinking was the dominant pattern of alcohol consumption, with almost all alcohol being taken
in heavy drinking sessions. Interventions focused on reducing total consumption would have been
inappropriate for the men recruited to this study.

The intervention was estimated to have a modest, statistically non-significant effect on the primary
outcome at the 12-month follow-up, which corresponded to a net reduction of 5.7% in the proportion
of men who binge drink on ≥ 3 occasions. The treatment effect was much larger in men recruited from
general practice registers than in those recruited by the TSS method. The men recruited by TSS had higher
alcohol consumption and were more likely to be single and unemployed. The intervention had small,
inconsistent non-significant effects on the secondary outcomes at the 3- and 12-month follow-up points.
Biases such as loss to follow-up and observer bias are unlikely to have affected the observed results.
The lack of a statistically significant effect may reflect the difficulty of changing adverse health behaviours
in disadvantaged individuals.

Large and consistent falls were found in all measures of alcohol consumption in the control group.
The falls were similar to those in the intervention group. Regression to the mean can explain part of this
fall, although other mechanisms may also be involved.

The cost per QALY analysis suggested that the brief intervention was dominated by a ‘do-nothing’ option.
Although the cost per man to recruit and implement the intervention was modest, the intervention’s impacts
on patterns of alcohol consumption, QALYs and downstream costs were inconsistent and uncertain.
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Conclusions

The trial has demonstrated that it is possible to recruit and retain large numbers of disadvantaged men in a
research study. The text messages delivered a complex theoretically and empirically based intervention,
which fostered enthusiastic engagement with the key components of the behaviour change sequence.
The intervention produced a modest, statistically non-significant effect on the primary outcome. A future
trial could reduce the uncertainty around the treatment effect of the intervention. The methods developed
for this study provide a platform for the design and testing of interventions to reduce inequalities in health.
A key feature of the method used is the ability to monitor engagement with key steps in the behaviour
change strategy.

Recommendations for further research
A future trial could:

l reduce the uncertainty around the treatment effect size of the intervention
l test whether or not the intervention is less effective in men recruited by the TSS method, and explore

possible explanations for this
l test whether or not a more direct and frank approach, stressing the harm of their frequent binge

drinking, would be acceptable to disadvantaged men
l identify the mechanism(s) responsible for the fall in alcohol consumption in the control group
l assess the impact of the use of an attentional control (general health text messages) by including a

second, minimal contact control (no text messages)
l explore whether or not the use of biomarkers is feasible in a large study of disadvantaged men
l investigate the impact of an extended intervention (i.e. at least 12 months) for reducing alcohol

consumption in disadvantaged men
l use the methods of recruitment, retention and text message delivery to test the effectiveness of

interventions designed to tackle other adverse health behaviours in disadvantaged groups.

Trial registration

This trial is registered as ISRCTN07695192.

Funding

Funding for this study was provided by the Public Health Research programme of the National Institute for
Health Research.
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